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Across

3. This person didn't like that her son with 

in charge of such a terrible thing

4. Bruno went _______ at the end of the 

book

7. One of the know soldiers through the 

book

9. This was happening during the 

holocaust

13. These people were on the wrong side of 

the fence

14. Bruno liked to _______

17. This is where Bruno and his family 

moved from

22. Bruno got this and had to shave his 

head

25. The main reason for everything that 

happened in the book

27. Bruno and Shmuel were _____years old

28. One of the main characters sister.

29. The soldiers _____ the jews when they 

would misbehave

31. This was another name for the soldiers

32. Bruno would______out of the house 

everyday

35. The nazi used this to kill many jews

37. Bruno's family were Nazi's

38. The jews were basically________

39. Bruno told many of these to his parents

40. Where the jews were from

Down

1. These type of people were everywhere 

throughout the book

2. Another main character.

5. One of the jews

6. The nazi ____ many jews

8. He was Bruno and Gretels homeschool 

teacher

10. Bruno would visit Schmuel everyday 

unless there was_____

11. The jews wore these on the death camp

12. The jews were this on the camp

15. This separated the nazi and jews

16. Bruno was very ______ about everything

18. Author of the book

19. The jews lived in a________\

20. This is the country where bruno lives

21. Bruno's dad was called this often 

throughout the book

23. One of the main characters.

24. Bruno would sneak ______out to give to 

Shmuel

26. He was the ruler of germany

30. This is where bruno and his family 

moved too

33. Bruno_____as a prisoner

34. The over paid maid

36. His was the month the holocaust ended


